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Our Winter is Super
The Arabian Gulf Super Cup has consolidated its position on the UAE 

Pro League calendar and the competition holds special significance this 
year in light of the challenges, which the UAE Pro League has overcome 
for the return of football amid the COVID-19 pandemic. It will mark the 
first title of the season, and a message that we, in the UAE, come back 
stronger together than ever, as the UAE holds a pioneering position in 
overcoming the pandemic, thanks to the courage and efforts of the loyal 
members of the first line of defence.

We extend our thanks and gratitude to President His Highness Sheikh 
Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, His Highness Sheikh Mohammed Bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President, Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, 
His Highness Sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed, Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi 
and Deputy Supreme Commander of the UAE Armed Forces, Their 
Highnesses the Rulers of the Emirates, His Highness Sheikh Hazza 
Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Chairman of Abu Dhabi Executive 
Council and Honorary Chairman of the UAE Football Associa-
tion, His Highness Sheikh Mansour Bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Dep-
uty Prime Minister and Minister of Presidential Affairs, and 
Sheikh Rashid Bin Humaid Al Nuaimi, Chairman of the UAE 
Football Association.

We are pleased that the competition coincides with the 
“World’s Coolest Winter” initiative launched by His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President, 
Prime Minister and Ruler of Dubai, which aims to promote do-
mestic tourism in the UAE during winter, while exploring the 
beautiful natural, geographical and historical treasures in all re-
gions of the UAE and highlighting the distinctive features and 
characteristics of each emirate.

The UAE Pro League decided to adopt the “Our Winter is Super” slogan, 
as we seek to hold a match that highlights our love for our nation and its 
bright image after the UAE became the center of the world’s attention, 
thanks to its pioneering role in all fields and its ability to bring people 
from all over the world together on the land of tolerance, love and safety, 
in accordance with the directives of the wise leadership who inspires us 
towards creativity and excellence.

We wish the best of luck for both teams, and we are confident that the 
Arabian Gulf League title holders Sharjah and the UAE President’s Cup 
defending champions Shabab Al Ahli Dubai will put in a good game wor-
thy of this great occasion and will compete for the title while displaying 
a brotherly sporting spirit.

Our Winter is Super

Chairman of the UAE Pro League

Abdulla Naser Al-Jneibi 
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Titles Titles
This marks Sharjah’s second appearance in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup in 
the professional era. The King won their first title in their first appearance 
after beating Shabab Al Ahli on penalties in the 2019- 2020 season.

Meanwhile, Shabab Al Ahli took part in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup six 
times, since the transition to the professional era in 2008, and won a total 
of four titles in the 2008 - 2009, 2013 -2014,2014 - 2015  and 2016- 2017 seasons.

First title in 2021The King and the Knights:
■ The Sharjah and Shabab Al Ahli fans will be looking to grab the first title in 

2021, when they clash in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup final.
■ This marks the second meeting between the two teams in the competition, 

as Sharjah emerged winners on penalties in last year’s edition at the same 
stadium.

■ Sharjah hope to win the title for the second year in a row to equal the records 
of Al Wahda (2017 - 2018) and Shabab Al Ahli (2013 - 2014), who both won it 
two consecutive times since it was relaunched in 2008.

■ In case Sharjah retain the title, they will be the third team to win it for two 
consecutive times and the victory may motivate them to consolidate their 
position at the top of the Arabian Gulf League standings.

■ Shabab Al Ahli hope that winning the title would motivate them to improve 
their performances in the rest of the competitions, especially the Arabian 
Gulf League.

■ Shabab Al Ahli have an edge on Sharjah, as they won the title four times 
already and are looking to grab it for a fifth time.  

■ No team has contested the Arabian Gulf Super Cup more than Shabab Al Ahli, 
as the Dubai side made seven appearances in the competition, including 
the 2021 edition. They lost two of their six appearances on penalties.

■ Shabab Al Ahli netted 6 goals in 6 appearances, while Sharjah are looking 
for their first goal in the competition, especially that they didn’t score in 
the previous edition, which ended in a 0- 0 draw, with the King emerging 
victorious on penalties. 
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Arabian Gulf Super 
Cup history 

This  marks the 13th edition of the Arabian Gulf Super Cup in the   
professional era. Below, you can find interesting statistics and 

information related to the previous 12 editions, including the number of goals 
and red cards. 

■ Al Ain and Shabab Al Ahli met in the 2014 Arabian Gulf Super Cup at Mohammed 
Bin Zayed Stadium in a repeat of their meeting in the 2013 edition at the same 
stadium, marking the first repeat of a final in the competition’s history. Shabab 
Al Ahli won the 2013 edition on penalties, before winning the 2014 title, thanks 
to Salmeen Khamis goal.

■ Al Ain are the team with the most defeats in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup, as they 
lost the title three times in 2013, 2014 and 2018. 

■ The Arabian Gulf Super is usually contested by the league and cup champions. 
Each of them managed to win 5 titles, as the Arabian Gulf League champions 
won the Super Cup title in 2012, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2019. Meanwhile, the UAE 
President›s Cup winners achieved the Super Cup title in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013 
and 2017.

■ In 2011 and 2018, the league and cup 
champions were the same team, as Al Jazira 
and Al Ain won the domestic double in 2011 

and 2018, respectively. Ironically, 
they both faced Al Wahda in the 

Super Cup final and Al 
Wahda emerged winners on 

penalties in 
both times. 

■ Two teams managed to reach the super 
cup twice in a row, before repeating the 
achievement few years later. 

Shabab Al Ahli: 2008 and 2009, then 2013 and 2014

Al Jazira: 2011 and 2012, then 2016 and 2017

■ Forwards of both teams failed to score in three Arabian Gulf Super Cup finals, 
namely:

Sharjah and Shabab Al Ahli in 2019 - Al Ain and Shabab Al Ahli in 2013 - Al Ain 
and Al Jazira in 2012.

Firsts in the professional era: 
■ The first UAE national to net a goal in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup is Shabab 

Al Ahli’s Mohammed Sarour, who scored against Al Ain in 2009.

■ The first player to net a brace in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup is Al Ain’s 
Brazilian player Emerson who scored against Shabab Al Ahli in 2009.

■ The first Arab player to score in the Super Cup is Shabab Al Ahli’s Egyptian 
midfielder Hosny Abd Rabo who scored against Al Ain in 2009.

■ Al Ain and Al Jazira clash in 2012 is the first Arabian Gulf Super Cup to end 
goalless.

Red cards:
■ The first player to receive a red card in the Super Cup in the professional 

era was Shabab Al Ahli’s Mohammed Qassim was sent off in his side’s clash 
with Al Ain in 2009.

■ The first team to receive two red cards in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup final 
was Al Wahda against Emirates Club in 2010 (Ismail Matar and Mohamed 
Al Shehhi)

Host city:
■ Dubai hosted the Arabian Gulf Super Cup 6 times in the professional era: 2008, 

2009, 2010, 2012, 2019 and 2021. 

The first UAE 
national to net a 

goal in the Arabian 
Gulf Super Cup is 

Shabab Al Ahli’s 
Mohammed Sarour

Al Ain and Al 
Jazira clash is the 
first Arabian Gulf 
Super Cup to end 
goalless.

Titles shared equally 
between league and 
cup champions
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6
 were determined 

through a penalty 
shootout, the last of 
which was the 2018 

and 2019 editions.

12
No team has ever won a match with more 

than a two-goal margin and no team 
managed to overcome a first half deficit 

and make a comeback to win the 
title.

4
Shabab Al Ahli won a record 4 

Arabian Gulf Super Cup titles 
in the professional era.

3
Al Ain won the 

Arabian Gulf 
Super Cup title 

three times

3
Al Wahda 

won the 
Arabian Gulf 

Super Cup title 
three times

1
 Emirates Club 

won the Arabian 
Gulf Super Cup one 

time only.

1
 Sharjah won 

the Arabian Gulf Super 
Cup one time only.

11
were scored in the 

first half of these 
12 matches

19
were scored in the 

second half, while one 
goal was scored during 

extra time.
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2008-2009
2013-2014
2014-2015
2016-2017

Season

2009-2010 
2012-2013
 2015-2016

Season

2011-2012
2017-2018
2018-2019

Season

2010-2011
Season

2019-2020
Season

2.5
 The Super Cup 
has an average 

of 2.5 goals/
match.

editions

Goals

Goals
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Since its launch in the 2008- 09 season, 10 referees officiated the 12 editions of the Arabian 
Gulf Super Cup, with international referees Mohammed Abdulla Hassan and Abdullah Al 
Ajel officiating two matches each, while eight referees took charge of one match each, 
namely: Mohammed Omar, Farid Ali, Mohammed Abdul Karim, Ali Hamad, Yaqoub Al 
Hammadi, Adel Al Naqbi, Sultan Abdul Razzaq Al Marzouqi and Muhammad Obaid Khadim. 
New names await to be honored by officiating the Arabian Gulf Super Cup matches. 

Super Cup Referees 

10
 referees 

officiated the 
12 editions of 

the Arabian 
Gulf Super Cup

Yaqoub Al Hammadi

 Ali Hamad

Abdullah Al Ajel

 Mohammed Abdul Karim

Adel Al NaqbiMohammed Abdulla Hassan

 Farid Ali
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Al Maktoum Stadium: The Blue Turquoise 

15000
stadium
 capacity

7490
square meters

 the pitch 
area

Al Nasr Club’s Al Maktoum Stadium, which will host the 
Arabian Gulf Super Cup for the fourth time, is considered 

to be a wonderful sports facility. It was renovated in January 2019, 
ahead of the 2019 AFC Asian Cup in the UAE and was called “The Blue 
Turquoise”.

After its renovation, the stadium hosted the 2019 Arabian Gulf Super 
Cup final. The 15,000-capacity stadium also hosted the competition 
twice before renovation, namely in 2008 and 2010.

After it was reopened in 2019, the Al Maktoum Stadium grabbed 
the eyes of everyone thanks to its beautiful design. It is a wonderful 
architectural masterpiece, and a sporting facility equipped with the 
latest security and lighting technologies and was constructed based on 
the European standards, which helps in attracting fans and allow them 
to enjoy matches, whether from the stands or through TV screens.

The field size is 107 meters by 70 meters with an area of 7,490 square 
meters. The cost of renovating the Al Maktoum Stadium amounted to 
more than AED 200 million and the pitch’s flood lights have a power of 
up to 3,500 watts. The redesigning of the stadium coincided with the 
40th anniversary of its inauguration in 1978. 
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Place of manufacture: Singapore

First edition:
 Al Jazira and 

Al Wahda in 
2017-18 season

Design:
combines both 
traditional and 
modern 

Date: 

2018
Weight:

15 kg

Height:

 60 cm

Plating:

gold and silver

Penalty 
Shootouts 
The Arabian Gulf Super Cup regulations stipulate 
that in case the regular time ends in a draw, the 
game goes straight into a penalty shootout, with 
no extra time, which happened in 6 editions so 
far:

6 
 matches 

were 
decided by 

penalties

2018-2019

2009-2010

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

2019-2020

 Al Ain beat Al Ahli 5- 3 
after drawing 2- 2 

Al Jazira beat Al Wahda 7- 
6 after drawing 2- 2 

Al Ain beat Al Jazira 5- 4 
after goalless draw

Al Ahli beat Al Ain 3- 2 
after goalless draw

Al Wahda beat Al Ain 4- 3 
after drawing 3- 3

Sharjah beat Shabab Al Ahli 
4- 3 after goalless draw

Our Winter is Super
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Al Anberi
 and 
Mahdi

Emirati coaches’ brilliance 

The Sharjah and Shabab Al Ahli clash over 
the first title of the 2020- 21 season, 

represented in the Arabian Gulf Super Cup, holds 
special importance to both Emirati coaches. 
While Al Anberi aspires to win his second 
Arabian Gulf Super Cup title in a row, and his 
third accolade with the King, Engineer Mahdi 
Ali hopes to win the title with Shabab Al Ahli to 
restore his glorious national team days.

Coach: Abdulaziz 
Al Anberi

• Age: 43 years
• Sharjah career: October 2017
• Achievements as coach: 

Arabian Gulf League title in 
2018- 19, Arabian Gulf Super 
Cup in 2019- 20

Coach: Mahdi Ali
• Age: 55 years
• Shabab Al Ahli career: December 

2020
• Achievements as coach: 2008 

AFC U-19 Championship title, 
silver medal at 2010 Asian 
Games, 2013 Gulf Cup title, 
third place in 2015 AFC Asian 
Cup



Adel Al Hosani
Matches

Minutes played 

Goals conceded

Clean sheets 

Penalties saved

Titles 

2
180

1
1
1
1

Statistics of both keepers in Arabian Gulf Super Cup 

Goalkeepers will be the center of attention on 
both sides, as Adel Al Hosani is known for his 
flexibility, talent and agility that booked him a 
spot in the national team, while Majed Naser has 
long experience, an impressive career and great 
accomplishments. Both are brilliant goalkeepers 

Majed Naser
4
360
2
3
3
3

13
1170

33
%76

11
4

%55
%36

Matches

Minutes played 

Saves

Save % 

Goals conceded

Clean sheets 

Short pass accuracy 

Long pass accuracy

14
1260
36
%67
18
5
%37
%46

Stats in this season’s Arabian Gulf League & Arabian Gulf Cup

Goalkeepers 
Talent vs experience
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Matches 

Minutes played 

Shots

Shots on target

Goals

Goal/minute

Conversion rate

Chances created 

Assists 

Dribbles

Dribbles success rate 

Offsides 

13
1119
30
19
11
102
37%
13
1
10
70%
14

15
1227
41
21
11
112
27%
19
2
30
57%
1

Welliton 
Soares

Igor
 Jesus

20 21
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The King and the Knights:
 Extraordinary stars

The Arabian Gulf Super Cup match 
will see the participation of 
impressive talents, as all eyes 
will be focusing on Sharjah’s 
top scorer Welliton Soares, the 
King’s top scorer and Shabab 

Al Ahli’s Igor Jesus, who has 
been putting in an outstanding 

performance in debut season 
with Shabab Al Ahli. 
Who do you think will find the back 
of the net? 
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Unprecedented initiatives and prizes  
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The fans are enthusiastically anticipating the Arabian Gulf Super Cup 
match, as it is a special clash between Arabian Gulf League champions 

Sharjah and UAE President’s Cup title holders Shabab Al Ahli at Al Maktoum Stadium 
on Friday, January 22nd. The excitement will not be limited to the pitch only, as it 
already started a few days ago through several initiatives: 

■ The Cup Tour saw the participation of a number of public figures in the 
fields of arts, media and sports in different Tourist destinations in the 
UAE, in cooperation with the “World’s Coolest Winter” initiative, and the 
participation of Al Nabooda Automobiles, an official sponsor of the UAE Pro 
League. It included a series of interesting episodes about the Super Cup, 
which were streamed on the UAE Pro League social media platforms.

■ The UAE Pro League organizes a competition on its official 
pages across social media platforms throughout the week 
and winners get valuable prizes

■ TikTok, the global short-video platform and the strategic partner of the 
UAE Pro League, is participating in a promotional campaign for the 
Arabian Gulf Super Cup match through various initiatives throughout 
the week, in addition to a special coverage on the matchday. 

■ Rixos Hotels, an official sponsor of the UAE Pro League, is offering a 15% 
discount on any reservation throughout the week until the matchday 
at the Rixos Premium Saadiyat Island, Rixos Premium Dubai JBR and 
Rixos The Palm branches, using the promo code “UAEPL”, in an initiative 
aimed at providing distinctive services for football fans.

■ Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank, an official sponsor of the UAE Pro 
League, promoted this exceptional event, by displaying 
information about the match at ATMs in the bank’s various 
branches across the country.
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